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Introduction  

The ACCORD team worked with the Bressay History Group from the 8th to the 9th of October 2014, 
based on the Island of Bressay, the Shetland Islands. At the abandoned settlement of Cullingsburgh 
we recorded a gravestone in the burial ground using Reflectance Transformation Imaging (RTI) and 
modelled a ruined manse using photogrammetry. There is a brief discussion of the historical value of 
the monuments with reference to wider sources. The main focus of this document is to describe the 
social value of the monuments for the Bressay History Group and wider community. Social value 
refers to a collective attachment to place that embodies meanings and values that are important to 
a community or communities (Jones and Leech 2015: paras 1.5 and 1.6; see also Johnston 1994 and 
Byrne et al. 2003). The role of 3D recording and modelling in expressing the value of the monuments 
and in creating value, is also summarised.  

The Bressay History Group 

The Bressay History Group is registered as a Scottish Charity (SC020818). The constituted aim of the 
group is “to preserve, exhibit and publish for the benefit, enjoyment and education of the public, 
items of Bressay folklore, tradition, place names, dialect, manuscripts, publications, pictorial and 
photographic records.” The group currently has approximately ten motivated enthusiastic members 
who regularly meet both socially and formally. The group founded the Bressay Heritage Centre, 
which has been open since 1996, enabled by grants from the European Regional Development, 
Shetland Islands Council Leisure and Recreation Department, Shetland Amenity Trust, Bressay 
Community Council, Scottish Natural Heritage and Bressay History Group funds “garnered painfully 
(!) by hosting clapshot dinner dances, fashion shows and such like at the public  hall on Bressay.” 
Income for the group comes from small regular grants from Shetland Amenity Trust, Visit Scotland 
and donations. 

The Centre is open throughout the summer with a rotating program of exhibitions and talks curated 
by the group. The group already have established relationships with professional archaeologists. 
They have worked with SCAPE, and also with Archaeology Scotland, as part of their Adopt-A-
Monument Scheme. In 2008 the Bressay History Group instigated the reconstruction of a Bronze Age 
burnt mound, which had been excavated in 2000 by EASE archaeology, but was subsequently at risk 
of coastal erosion. With funding from the Heritage Lottery Fund, professional support of 
Archaeology Scotland and SCAPE (Scottish Coastal Archaeology and the Problem of Erosion), the 
burnt mound was moved stone by stone inland to a new site next to the Heritage Centre, where it is 
now a permanent outdoor exhibit with interpretation panel. The group also organise experimental 
archaeology events here. Five members of the Bressay History Group participated in the ACCORD 
project, all of whom had a longstanding personal passion and professional interest in archaeology 
and history. The group consists of self-defining Bressay “natives” and “incomers”, three of whom can 
also trace genealogical ties to Shetland. Those members who participated in the ACCORD project 
have a range of occupational backgrounds, including an archaeologist, crofters, a housewife, and an 
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architect. One of the group members owns the 18th- 19th Century A listed Gardie House and 
Gardens on Bressay which has remained in the family since it was built in 1724, recognised by 
Historic Scotland as a site of national importance. We held our ACCORD Focus Group sessions in the 
Bressay Heritage Centre.  

Wider Landscape Setting  

The island of Bressay, the Shetland Isles, is the focus for the group’s activities. Bressay is spoilt for 
archaeology with visible remains dating from the Neolithic throughout Prehistory into the medieval 
period. The island also has a wide range of more recent heritage relating to fishing, crofting and 
twentieth military activity (including WWI and WW2 lookout posts). The 439 sites listed in Canmore 
for Bressay (the national online database for sites and monuments maintained by the Royal 
Commission for Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland) reflect this rich record.  

Before we arrived, the group had expressed an interest in the 19th Century abandoned township of 
Cullingsburgh, where there is also the remains of an Iron Age broch and a church with medieval 
foundations here (more information below). 

Significance and social value 

The visible palimpsest of archaeological and historical monuments is an integral part of Bressay’s 
character and an important factor in all of the group member’s own contemporary lived experience 
of the local landscape. “Life is but a thread” as one member expressed it, and repeatedly individuals 
in the group described the landscape of Bressay as a “tapestry”. This unbroken thread to the past 
and time depth represented in the landscape underpins a strong sense of belonging expressed by 
members of the group. There is some divergence in this regard. For instance, one person suggested 
that “the further back you go… [you] lose the link”, whereas another member expressed how the 
“primeval wildness” and “liminality” of Bressay with its changeable weather allowed them to feel a 
physical “natural” connection to how people may have experienced the landscape here in the deep 
past. Additionally, Bressay’s geographical location off the Shetland mainland in the North Sea was 
described as “on the edge of the world”. The “tough story of survival” was therefore also of interest 
to the group, who seek to understand how different cultures through time have adapted and learnt 
to cope in this landscape, perhaps informing how they themselves could cope better in the future.  

All of the Bressay group who worked with the ACCORD team emphasized how much they enjoy 
“exploring” their local landscape and the monuments which are dotted all across the island. For 
those who had recently moved to Bressay this is also a significant place-making activity. For one 
individual, learning about the local heritage was explicitly expressed as a way to connect to his new 
home in Bressay. For another group member, resident of Gardie House, it was the inheritance of this 
property’s large multi-generational archive that instilled a responsibility to learn more about the 
past occupants and the history of Bressay that these artefacts relate. For others in the group, 
particularly those with family history and genealogical ties, heritage is attributed an intrinsic 
significance in terms of their own identity and sense of belonging to Bressay. 

As noted above, the visible palimpsest of historical and archaeological remains in the landscape is a 
significant part of peoples’ contemporary experience of Bressay and for some it features 
prominently in their memories of growing up on the Island. One participant, a local crofter, 
expressed a very tangible link to the past through the physical archaeological remains which are “in 
[her] backyard”, an important constant in her memories since childhood (her family lived on top of a 
broch). Proximity and the experience of living amongst the visible archaeological remains, were also 
clearly significant to everyone in the group in terms of finding belonging and ongoing processes of 



constructing identity. Indeed, for the ACCORD project, the focus was on the historical past, and this 
is likely due to the important role of memory and folklore associated with these visible monuments 
in the landscape; oral stories, place-names and personal or family memories attached to monuments 
were expressed as strong interests.  

Specific attachments to particular places of historical significance were expressed by two members 
of the group on the basis of genealogical ties. Cullingsburgh has special significance to one member 
of the group since a relative (Laurence Manson also referred to as Lowrie Manson) was born in a 
manse and was the township’s last occupant just before it was abandoned in the late 19th Century. 
This group member also has other ancestors buried in the Cullingsburgh kirkyard and her croft 
overlooks this very site, less than 1 km away. Cullingsburgh also has the time depth valued by all of 
the group and the ruined settlement is situated in an evocative exposed weather-beaten bay. 
Therefore, all the various social values and significant qualities attached to Bressay’s heritage in 
general, as expressed in the Focus Group and highlighted above, are encapsulated here at 
Cullingsburgh. 

The ACCORD Project Monuments: Cullingsburgh  

Cullingsburgh is a Scheduled Monument and therefore recognised as a site of National Importance 
for its archaeological value under the Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act 1979 (listing 
number 2099). The scheduled area includes “the remains of the church, the churchyard and the 
broch, and an area around them within which related evidence may be expected to survive. It has 
maximum dimensions of 52m N-S by 57m W-E”. In particular the broch and cruciform church (the 
only one known in Shetland) are highlighted as of special archaeological importance. The site is 
listed on Canmore (Canmore ID 189006) with a brief description. The church, dedicated to St Mary 
and still in use, has its own entry (Canmore ID 1287), as does the broch which is described by 
Canmore as “mutilated” (Canmore ID 1288). It has not been visited by Royal Commission for Ancient 
and Historical Monuments and was last visited by the Ordnance Survey in May 1968. The listing does 
not extend to the township. There is no record of excavation or archaeological survey work being 
carried out here. 

As highlighted above, a sense of place and the “natural, primitive” character of the landscape is a 
crucial aspect of its meaning and value for members of the Bressay History Group. The dramatic 
location of this township on headland overlooking the wind swept Voe of Cullingsburgh, on the East 
of the island of Bressay at the Bay of Cuppa, gives this place a “special” character very much “on the 
edge of the world”. Additionally, Cullingsburgh is a microcosm of Bressay’s rich layered history. 
There is approximately a third of an Iron Age broch mound, upon which, after much stone robbing, 
are the remains of a cruciform chapel with small burial aisle. There was an early medieval 7th/8th 
Century cross-slab within the burial ground or nearby (now housed in the National Museum of 
Scotland, on display in the Early Peoples Gallery), which supports an early foundation for Christian 
activity here.  A small crofting township then built up around this chapel, which was abandoned 
sometime in the late 19th Century. On the 1881 Ordnance Survey 6inch map for Shetland and Orkney 
there are five enclosures, with seven roofed and seven unroofed buildings marked within a head-
dyke, but by the 1901 edition only one house is depicted as uninhabited and the church in ruins. 
Now eight unroofed buildings and two enclosures remain, while the dyke is a visible earthwork.  

The Cullingsburgh Manse (approximate NGR HU 5209 4221). The manse is the first building you 
come to on approach to Cullingsburgh. It is the largest building in the township and would have been 
considered “posh”, as one group member described it. The manse is now a roofless, ruined building, 
although walls survive to over five meters at the apex ends. The local community would probably 
have pulled together to build the Manse. Hugh Leigh, minister here in the 18th Century, is buried in 



the kirkyard behind. In the Shetland Museum Archives there is a photograph taken in 1887 of 
another occupant of this house, Laurence ‘Lowrie’ Manson, ancestors of one of the group members, 
sitting with his daughter Katie Manson in the southern end of the manse; he reads, while she spins 
wool. The last inhabitant of the house was this man, Laurence Manson, who died in 1897, marking 
the end of human occupation of the township.  

 

Figure 1: Photograph taken in 1887 by J. Valentine showing Laurence ‘Lowrie’ Manson sitting 
with his daughter Katie Manson in the southern end of the manse. This is the same building 
which was modelled using photogrammetry by the Bressay History Group with ACCORD. 
Copyright: Shetland Museum Archives. 

The manse was chosen for recording by photogrammetry because of its dominant size and prospect 
over Cullingsburgh, the personal family connection to the building and the group’s knowledge of the 
photograph. It was hoped that a 3D visualisation would further help “to transport you to/immerse 
you in the past”, it was felt 3D models have “got life to it, unlike an ordinary photograph”, and it 
“brings it [the monument] alive. Additionally, the ability to manipulate the digitally visualised manse 
in 3D was valued in this regard. 

The gravestone of Commander Claes Jansen Bruyn, died 27th August 1636 (approximate NGR HU 
5209 4221). This gravestone was chosen for RTI imaging as it has elaborate but eroded details 
suitable for the technology. It was hoped this could help the group to decipher the lettering, to tell a 
story not uncommon to those who dared cross the rough Atlantic Ocean in the 17th Century. There is 
an earlier dated transcriptions of this grave in the accompanying archive. The gravestone reads: 

HIER LEYT ∙ BEGAVEN : DE 



MANHAFTEN COMMANDEUR 

CLAES IANSEN  ∙ BRVYN . VAN 

DVRGERDAM : GESTORVEN 

IN : DIENST  ∙ VANDENEEDER 

LANTSE  ∙ OOSTINDISE  ∙ COM 

PANGIE  ∙ ADY  ∙ 27  ∙ AVGVSTY 

A ° 1636 

(Beneath the inscription a shield bearing a Pelican) 

Recording this gravestone as part of ACCORD encouraged John Scott to do some research into the 
mystery surrounding this Captain and his tragic end on the 27th of August 1636, which was published 
on the ACCORD project blog (https://accordproject.wordpress.com/). Information derives from a 
letter written by a Mr Stuart Bruce to the Shetland News, by way of a Heer de Balbian Verster ‘an 
eminent nautical antiquary in Amsterdam’, newspaper article dated Thursday February 23rd, 1922.  

The resulting RTI image of Commander Claes Jansen Bruyn’s crest on his grave revealed much detail; 
the swan on the shield, confirming the heraldic lineage of this individual, and enhanced the details of 
the fleur de lis. This stone when new was very elaborate, a mark of honour for a Captain who 
perished in tragic circumstances.  

The Impact of 3D modelling and recording 

Individuals in the Bressay History Group were not familiar with the digital techniques used as part of 
ACCORD. The group were primarily focused on the special place of Cullingsburgh rather than the 
technologies of photogrammetry and RTI. It was anticipated that the 3D visualisation techniques 
could help to capture character and a sense of place. The group’s involvement in ACCORD was 
focused on learning more about themselves through what they see as their place/heritage, rather 
than an interest in the technologies. Therefore, in general the group were especially interested in 
the potentials it offered for “experiencing” and “immersing oneself in the past”. Additionally, it was 
valued as a technique for producing conservation records for future generations, communication to 
new audiences (particularly the younger generation), and promoting Cullingsburgh as a tourism 
asset. It was also hoped that the results could be used for displays in the Heritage Centre. 

It was clear that the process of 3D recording and modelling the chosen aspects of Cullingsburgh 
enhanced how people perceived and valued this place. The results were met with awe. It was agreed 
that the process of capturing the data and the ultimate results of 3D visualisation “enhanced” the 
remains, “emotively adding to our understanding of the site”, whilst drawing more to attention, 
allowing one to “see more” and allowing for more “possibilities for interpretation.” The individual 
who had a personal connection to the Manse at Cullingsburgh used the words “obsessed” and 
“steeped-in” to describe her experience of viewing the virtual model of the manse, despite the fact 
that “I knew it so well already!” It enhanced her personal and emotive tie to the place. On the other 
hand, the architect in the group voiced that they valued the result as a means of presentation 
“celebrating” the archaeology of Bressay, but not replacing the original. There was a shared feeling 
that authenticity remains located in the original in its landscape setting. Photogrammetry was 
regarded by the group primarily as a valuable imaging tool, above its use for accurate recording. RTI 
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was valued more for its analytical power, although the enhanced aesthetic quality of the imaging 
was also highly valued in terms of experiencing the heritage.  

The co-production methodology of ACCORD enabled a greater sense of ownership attached to the 
heritage, via the results of collaborative practice. Making the models in situ at Cullingsburgh was a 
means of establishing a physical and meaningful link to the landscape and its history, therefore for 
many in the group enhancing their sense of belonging to Bressay. It was also expressed by the group 
that the teamwork involved in making the models helped to build a “community” centred on the site 
being recorded, therefore instilling these remnants of the past with contemporary relevance. The 
idea of “community” was frequently stressed as important to Shetlanders. All very much appreciate 
the “freedom” in how they can go on to use the results in their community.  

The Bressay History Group feel confident in employing photogrammetry in their future work, and 
wish to communicate their “pride” in their heritage using these technologies. They also wish to pass 
on their skills and knowledge to other heritage groups in Shetland and the visiting public. Since the 
ACCORD project, the group have formed a specific sub-group to carry out 3D photogrammetric 
recording of sites which are at risk of coastal erosion and animal disturbance. The group have also 
invested in new equipment, but have noted the high computer specifications needed in order to 
create high resolution models.  
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